Rose Tattoos

*Rose tattoos* are some of the most versatile and abundant tattoo designs available today. Chosen by both men and women, rose tattoos can be any size and placed practically anywhere on the body. Due to decades of popularity, *rose tattoos* have been a long-time favorite for both new and veteran tattoo seekers. Whether one is searching for beauty, simplicity or symbolism, *rose tattoos* always deliver.

**Variations of Rose Tattoos**
There are countless design combinations that can be incorporated into *rose tattoos*. Some of the most popular *rose tattoos* pair these classic flowers with butterflies, skulls, crosses, hearts and ribbons for personalizing with names of loved ones. *Rose tattoos* with strong tribal elements offer that which is both strong and beautiful. Even *rose tattoos* featuring snakes and reapers appear as a softer and more interesting version of an otherwise hard and plain design. Therefore, it would be hard to list any elements that would not work well in professionally designed *rose tattoos*.

**Red Rose Tattoos**
Red *rose tattoos* are the most popular of tattoo rose designs. Using a true red pigment signifies love and romance. This same vibrant pigment is used in single red *rose tattoos* means “I love you.” Red rosebuds are symbolic of purity and loveliness. Burgundy and other darker shades of red are symbolic of unconscious beauty.

**Yellow Rose Tattoos**
Yellow *rose tattoos* are known to signify friendship. However, their symbolism does not stop there. Having been known as a symbol of jealously in Victorian times, yellow roses are now known to represent joy, the promise of a new beginning and “I care.” When yellow *rose tattoos* are adorned with red tips, it means that a friendship has advanced towards love.

**Pink Rose Tattoos**
Pink *rose tattoos* are symbols of grace, elegance, gentleness, happiness and sweetness.

**Blue Rose Tattoos**
Blue *rose tattoos* are popular forms of body art as blue roses are cannot be found in nature: they are man-made through the use of dyes. Blue *rose tattoos* symbolize the impossible and that which is fantasy. They also represent the hope for a miracle and new possibilities to come.

**Purple Rose Tattoos**
Purple *rose tattoos* are signs of enchantment and are also known to represent love at first site.

**Celebrities with Rose Tattoos**
Here is a short list of star personalities who bare their own *rose tattoos*:
ROSEANNE BARR / Actress: Rose tattoos on back and right breast

MARY J. BLIGE / Singer: Rose tattoo on left thigh

CHER / Singer & Actress: Black rose tattoo on ankle

LAURA COVER / Model: Rose tattoo on back

MINNIE DRIVER / Actress: Rose tattoo on butt

JACQUELINE / Wrestler: Two rose tattoos (right breast and upper thigh)

HEATHER LOCKLEAR / Actress & Model: Three rose tattoos

RICKY MARTIN / Singer: Heart/rose tattoo on left groin

MARK McGRATH / “Sugar Ray” Singer: Blue rose tattoo on left forearm

PAUL STANLEY / “KISS” Band Member: Red rose tattoo on right shoulder

CHRISTY TURLINGTON / Model: Red rose tattoo on ankle